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The Dublin Review Springer Science & Business Media
This book challenges the adult-centric tendencies of migration research and policy which often
overlooks children and young people’s own experiences of migration. A wide range of
international contributors provide careful analysis of the situations of children in contemporary
transnational migratory contexts in the Global North and South. Drawing on studies with
migrant children and young people in a variety of situations, Transnational Migration and
Childhood makes a unique contribution to furthering our understandings of transnational
childhoods. It explores the laws and policies that govern children and young people’s
experiences of transnational migration whilst foregrounding their own accounts of migration
and transnationalism. The book shifts our attention away from dominant discourses of migrant
children as ‘victims’, towards the development of broader conceptualisations of transnational
migration and childhood. It incorporates different migratory flows, a variety of sending and
receiving contexts, and child-centred perspectives. Transnational Migration and Childhood will
be of interest to researchers and policy makers working in the fields of migration, asylum, and
childhood at local, national, and transnational scales. This book was originally published as a
special issue of the Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies.
Unlocking the Puzzle Pearson Education
A shorter, simpler first draft of the Gospel of Mark has been theorized by New Testament scholars for
almost two hundred years. Using literary tools, David Oliver Smith strips away interpolation and
redaction from the canonical Gospel to reveal that long-sought first draft--the Original Gospel of Mark.
Original Mark, shorter than the canonical version and with several large blocks of text replaced in their
original locations, reveals a coherent structure and a different picture of who Jesus is. But it is anything
other than simple. The Original Gospel also presents puzzles for the curious reader of Mark to solve, and
Smith has found the keys to their solution. Analysis of the text that was interpolated into Mark reveals
who that redactor might have been. Evidence is presented that it was the author of the Gospel of Luke
who redacted the first-written Gospel, jumbled its structure, and changed its Christology. Follow the
analysis of literary structures created by the genius who wrote Mark's Gospel and discover the
astounding design of the Original Gospel of Mark.
Principles of Turbomachinery Prentice Hall
"Compulsively readable."—New York Times Book Review Named a Best Book of 2020 by The
Guardian, Daily Mail, Financial Times, The Independent, Publishers Weekly, and more. The
extraordinary new thriller from Stuart Turton, author of the bestselling murder mystery The 7 1/2
Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle, winner of the Costa Best First Novel Award. A murder on the high
seas. A remarkable detective duo. A demon who may or may not exist. It's 1634, and Samuel
Pipps, the world's greatest detective, is being transported to Amsterdam to be executed for a
crime he may, or may not, have committed. Traveling with him is his loyal bodyguard, Arent
Hayes, who is determined to prove his friend innocent. Among the other guests is Sara Wessel, a
noblewoman with a secret. But no sooner is their ship out to sea than devilry begins to blight the
voyage. A strange symbol appears on the sail. A dead leper stalks the decks. Livestock dies in the
night. And then the passengers hear a terrible voice, whispering to them in the darkness,
promising three unholy miracles, followed by a slaughter. First an impossible pursuit. Second an
impossible theft. And third an impossible murder. Could a demon be responsible for their
misfortunes? With Pipps imprisoned, only Arent and Sara can solve a mystery that stretches back
into their past and now threatens to sink the ship, killing everybody on board. Shirley Jackson
meets Sherlock Holmes in this chilling thriller of supernatural horror, occult suspicion, and
paranormal mystery on the high seas.
Transnational Migration and Childhood John Wiley & Sons
Focused on the undergraduate audience, Chemical Reaction
Engineering provides students with complete coverage of the
fundamentals, including in-depth coverage of chemical kinetics.
By introducing heterogeneous chemistry early in the book, the
text gives students the knowledge they need to solve real
chemistry and industrial problems. An emphasis on problem-solving
and numerical techniques ensures students learn and practice the
skills they will need later on, whether for industry or graduate
work.
Analysis and Synthesis of Chemical Process Systems Sourcebooks, Inc.
This book highlights the triumph of MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry over the past decade
and provides insight into new and expanding technologies through a comprehensive range of
short chapters that enable the reader to gauge their current status and how they may
progress over the next decade. This book serves as a platform to consolidate current
strengths of the technology and highlight new frontiers in tandem MS/MS that are likely to
eventually supersede MALDI-TOF MS. Chapters discuss: Challenges of Identifying
Mycobacterium to the Species level Identification of Bacteroides and Other Clinically
Relevant Anaerobes Identification of Species in Mixed Microbial Populations Detection of
Resistance Mechanisms Proteomics as a biomarker discovery and validation platform
Determination of Antimicrobial Resistance using Tandem Mass Spectrometry
Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society CUP Archive
This work seeks to explore the widely held assumption that the discipline of International
Relations is dominated by American scholars, approaches and institutions. It proceeds by
defining 'dominance' along Gramscian lines and then identifying different ways in which such
dominance could be exerted: agenda-setting, theoretically, methodologically, institutionally,
gate-keeping. Turton dedicates a chapter to each of these forms of dominance in which she
sets out the arguments in the literature, discusses their theoretical implications, and tests
for empirical support. The work argues that the self-image of IR as an American dominated
discipline does not reflect the state of affairs once a detailed sociological analysis of the
production of knowledge in the discipline is undertaken. Turton argues that the discipline is
actually more plural than widely recognized, challenging widely held beliefs in International

Relations and it taking a successful step towards unpacking the term 'dominance'. An
insightful contribution to the field, this work will be of great interest to students and scholars
alike.

The Southern Marches of Imperial Ethiopia John Wiley & Sons
Print+CourseSmart
Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes Analysis, Synthesis, and
Design of Chemical Processes
The only official body of knowledge for SSCP—(ISC)2’s popular credential for hands-
on security professionals—fully revised and updated 2021 SSCP Exam Outline.
Systems Security Certified Practitioner (SSCP) is an elite, hands-on cybersecurity
certification that validates the technical skills to implement, monitor, and administer
IT infrastructure using information security policies and procedures. SSCP
certification—fully compliant with U.S. Department of Defense Directive 8140 and
8570 requirements—is valued throughout the IT security industry. The Official (ISC)2
SSCP CBK Reference is the only official Common Body of Knowledge (CBK)
available for SSCP-level practitioners, exclusively from (ISC)2, the global leader in
cybersecurity certification and training. This authoritative volume contains essential
knowledge practitioners require on a regular basis. Accurate, up-to-date chapters
provide in-depth coverage of the seven SSCP domains: Security Operations and
Administration; Access Controls; Risk Identification, Monitoring and Analysis;
Incident Response and Recovery; Cryptography; Network and Communications
Security; and Systems and Application Security. Designed to serve as a reference for
information security professionals throughout their careers, this indispensable (ISC)2
guide: Provides comprehensive coverage of the latest domains and objectives of the
SSCP Helps better secure critical assets in their organizations Serves as a
complement to the SSCP Study Guide for certification candidates The Official (ISC)2
SSCP CBK Reference is an essential resource for SSCP-level professionals, SSCP
candidates and other practitioners involved in cybersecurity.

The Devil and the Dark Water Elsevier
"Process design is the focal point of chemical engineering practice: the creative
activity through which engineers continuously improve facility operations to
create products that enhance life. Effective chemical engineering design
requires students to integrate a broad spectrum of knowledge and intellectual
skills, so they can analyze both the big picture and minute details - and know
when to focus on each. Through three previous editions, this book has
established itself as the leading resource for students seeking to apply what
they've learned in real-world, open-ended process problems. The authors help
students hone and synthesize their design skills through expert coverage of
preliminary equipment sizing, flowsheet optimization, economic evaluation,
operation and control, simulation, and other key topics. This new Fourth Edition
is extensively updated to reflect new technologies, simulation techniques, and
process control strategies, and to include new pedagogical features including
concise summaries and end-of-chapter lists of skills and knowledge."--pub.
desc.
Yarn Texturing Technology Wipf and Stock Publishers
Traditionally child sexual abuse has been perceived as a male crime, however, recent
research suggests that a significant minority of offenders are female. While
recognizing the importance of male perpetrators, this groundbreaking book places the
behavior of these offending women into social context, challenging conventional
perceptions of female offenders, femininity, and mothering. Including case studies
and responses from professionals in the field, this key text highlights the problems
inherent in protecting children and identifies ways in which we can develop a clearer
understanding of the social processes involved through an analysis of the denial and
minimisation used by female perpetrators. It offers a critical understanding of the
notions of harm, the rights of the child, and professional practice while defining some
of the limitations and possibilities of a feminist analysis of child sexual abuse by
women.
Analysis, Synthesis and Design of Chemical Processes Prentice Hall
Provides a unique review of the major spatial aspects of transport systems, a detailed
analysis of transport problems in urban and rural areas, an evaluation of social and
environmental impacts, and a planning and policy overview. Divided into four parts,
each considering a different aspect of transport geography. The first part outlines the
basic geography of transport and examines transport and spatial structures, focusing
upon the varying contributions made by transport to industrial, agricultural and urban
development. Part two moves to consider specific transport systems at both national
and international scales, drawing on studies from industrialised and developing
nations and discussing the effects upon transport of the political changes in the
former USSR and Eastern Europe. The third part examines some of the many
problems of transport and urban and rural areas using specific examples to illustrate
the contrasting difficulties and evaluate current urban transportation planning
methods.
McGraw-Hill Companies
Transboundary rivers and lakes are often the remaining new sources of water that can be
developed for human uses. These water sources were not used in the past because of the
many complexities involved. Written and edited by the world’s leading water and legal
experts, this unique and authoritative book analyses the magnitudes of the transboundary
water problems in different parts of the world. It also examines difficulties and constraints
faced to resolve these problems.
Time, Migration and Forced Immobility Prentice Hall
This title provides step-by-step directions for how to conduct a meta-study, as well as
recommendations for tools and standards for the application of this approach.

Management of Transboundary Rivers and Lakes Elsevier
Chemical Engineering Design, Second Edition, deals with the application of
chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical processes and
equipment. Revised throughout, this edition has been specifically developed for
the U.S. market. It provides the latest US codes and standards, including API,
ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI standards. It contains new discussions
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of conceptual plant design, flowsheet development, and revamp design;
extended coverage of capital cost estimation, process costing, and economics;
and new chapters on equipment selection, reactor design, and solids handling
processes. A rigorous pedagogy assists learning, with detailed worked
examples, end of chapter exercises, plus supporting data, and Excel
spreadsheet calculations, plus over 150 Patent References for downloading
from the companion website. Extensive instructor resources, including 1170
lecture slides and a fully worked solutions manual are available to adopting
instructors. This text is designed for chemical and biochemical engineering
students (senior undergraduate year, plus appropriate for capstone design
courses where taken, plus graduates) and lecturers/tutors, and professionals in
industry (chemical process, biochemical, pharmaceutical, petrochemical
sectors). New to this edition: Revised organization into Part I: Process Design,
and Part II: Plant Design. The broad themes of Part I are flowsheet
development, economic analysis, safety and environmental impact and
optimization. Part II contains chapters on equipment design and selection that
can be used as supplements to a lecture course or as essential references for
students or practicing engineers working on design projects. New discussion of
conceptual plant design, flowsheet development and revamp design Significantly
increased coverage of capital cost estimation, process costing and economics
New chapters on equipment selection, reactor design and solids handling
processes New sections on fermentation, adsorption, membrane separations,
ion exchange and chromatography Increased coverage of batch processing,
food, pharmaceutical and biological processes All equipment chapters in Part II
revised and updated with current information Updated throughout for latest US
codes and standards, including API, ASME and ISA design codes and ANSI
standards Additional worked examples and homework problems The most
complete and up to date coverage of equipment selection 108 realistic
commercial design projects from diverse industries A rigorous pedagogy
assists learning, with detailed worked examples, end of chapter exercises, plus
supporting data and Excel spreadsheet calculations plus over 150 Patent
References, for downloading from the companion website Extensive instructor
resources: 1170 lecture slides plus fully worked solutions manual available to
adopting instructors
The Dublin review John Wiley & Sons
This stunning debut novel about grief and wonder was an instant New York
Times bestseller and captured widespread critical acclaim, including selection
as a 2015 National Book Award finalist! After her best friend dies in a
drowning accident, Suzy is convinced that the true cause of the tragedy must
have been a rare jellyfish sting--things don't just happen for no reason.
Retreating into a silent world of imagination, she crafts a plan to prove her
theory--even if it means traveling the globe, alone. Suzy's achingly heartfelt
journey explores life, death, the astonishing wonder of the universe...and the
potential for love and hope right next door. Oddlot Entertainment has acquired
the screen rights to The Thing About Jellyfish, with Gigi Pritzker set to
produce with Bruna Papandrea and Reese Witherspoon.
Chemical Reactions and Chemical Reactors Academic Internet Pub Incorporated
This volume traces the threads that tie together an understanding of Thailand as a dynamic
and rapidly changing society, through an examination of the work of one major scholar of the
country, Andrew Turton. Turton's anthropological studies of Thailand cover a wide spectrum
from politics and economy to ritual and culture, and have been crucial in shaping evolving
understandings of Thai society. In this collection, ten leading specialists on Thailand from a
variety of disciplines critically consider aspects of Turton's work in relation to the changing
nature of different aspects of Thai society. The book tracks the links between past and
present scholarship, examines the contextuality of scholarship in its times, and sheds light
on the current situation in Thailand.

The 7 1�2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle Springer Science & Business Media
Chemical process design involves the invention or synthesis of a process to
transform raw materials into a desired product. Using a minimum of mathematics, this
book offers chemical engineers a complete guide to selecting & connecting the steps
for a well-designed process. Flowsheet synthesis, the choice of reactor & separator,
distillation sequencing, & economic trade-offs are explored in detail. Special
emphasis is placed on energy efficiency, waste minimization, & health & safety
considerations, with worked examples & case studies presented to illustrate
important points.
The Magistrates' Court Reports Routledge
The Leading Integrated Chemical Process Design Guide: Now with New Problems,
New Projects, and More More than ever, effective design is the focal point of sound
chemical engineering. Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes, Third
Edition, presents design as a creative process that integrates both the big picture and
the small details–and knows which to stress when, and why. Realistic from start to
finish, this book moves readers beyond classroom exercises into open-ended, real-
world process problem solving. The authors introduce integrated techniques for
every facet of the discipline, from finance to operations, new plant design to existing
process optimization. This fully updated Third Edition presents entirely new
problems at the end of every chapter. It also adds extensive coverage of batch
process design, including realistic examples of equipment sizing for batch
sequencing; batch scheduling for multi-product plants; improving production via
intermediate storage and parallel equipment; and new optimization techniques
specifically for batch processes. Coverage includes Conceptualizing and analyzing
chemical processes: flow diagrams, tracing, process conditions, and more Chemical
process economics: analyzing capital and manufacturing costs, and predicting or
assessing profitability Synthesizing and optimizing chemical processing: experience-
based principles, BFD/PFD, simulations, and more Analyzing process performance via
I/O models, performance curves, and other tools Process troubleshooting and
“debottlenecking” Chemical engineering design and society: ethics, professionalism,
health, safety, and new “green engineering” techniques Participating successfully in
chemical engineering design teams Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical
Processes, Third Edition, draws on nearly 35 years of innovative chemical
engineering instruction at West Virginia University. It includes suggested curricula
for both single-semester and year-long design courses; case studies and design
projects with practical applications; and appendixes with current equipment cost data
and preliminary design information for eleven chemical processes–including seven
brand new to this edition.

International Relations and American Dominance Amsterdam University Press
This international collection of essays offers a unique approach to the
understanding of imperial Ethiopia, out of which the present state was created
by the 1974 revolution. After the 1880s, Abyssinia, under Menilek II, expanded
its ancient heartland to incorporate vast new territories to the south. Here, for
the first time, these regions are treated as an integral part of the empire. The
book opens with an interpretation of nineteenth-century Abyssinia as an
African political economy, rather than as a variant on European feudalism, and
with an account of the north's impact on peoples of the new south. Case studies
from the southern regions follow four by historians and four by anthropologists,
each examining aspects of the relationship between imperial rule and local
society. In revealing the region's diversity and the relationship of the periphery
to the centre, the volume illuminates some of the problems faced by post-
revolutionary Ethiopia.
Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes SAGE
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your
textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780130647924 .
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